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What are talking about today?



In application to “audio”



Quality and Quality of Experience (QoE)

“Quality of Experience (QoE) is the degree of delight or annoyance of a 
person whose experiencing involves an application, service, or system.” 

It results from the person’s evaluation of the fulfillment of his or her 
expectations and needs with respect to the utility and/or enjoyment in the 

light of the person’s context, personality and current state. 



Slow and fast thinking
and affective and descriptive evaluation
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Kahneman - 2 System model

After Kahneman 2011



Similarity or not?
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Two families of sensory evalation

• Descriptive evaluation

• An objective quantification of 
the sensory strength of 
individual auditory attributes of 
the perceived stimulus

• “objective”
• Expert evaluations

• Affective evaluation

• A subjective quantification of 
an overall impression of the 
perceived stimulus

• “subjective”
• Consumer studies



Two families

• Descriptive evaluation

• Which picture is brighter?

• Affective evaluation

• Which picture do you prefer 
quality-wise?



Attributes
And wheels



Why do we need attributes?

• Provide a detailed description of our perception
• We commonly hear and experience: loudness, pitch, roughness, etc.
• Considered to be commonly experienced

• Useful to have a commonly agreed terminology:
• E.g. A lexicon

• For panels to agree on terminology
• To train new panels

• Within an organisation
• In different labs and countries

• To communicate within and between organisation
• Between engineer, management and marketing

• Intended primarily for expert assessors



What is a lexicon

• A common set of attributes
• “A lexicon”

• Well and explicitly defined
• Widely applicable
• Common basis for evaluation of any sound system

“Lexicons are standardized vocabularies that objectively describe the 
sensory properties of [consumer] products.”



Establishing a lexicon

• Finding meaning attributes
• Through consensus vocabulary 

profiling  (CVP)
• As a result of individual vocabulary 

profiling (IVP)
• Analysis across the research 

community
• Same attributes re-occurring with

similar meaning

• Attributes should included:
• Attribute name
• Attribute definition
• Scale labels
• Ideally: samples stimuli



Lots of attribute lists

Kaplanis et al. Perception of Reverberation

a major role in Distance perception [147], whilst the
number of reflections [73], as well as the angle of in-
cidence [124] influence this relationship. Auditory Dis-
tance perception has been also linked with D/R [62, 148]
(when RT is high enough [149]), Spectrum (for famil-
iar sounds [150, 151]), and binaural cues [152]. More-
over, it is argued [147] that loudness is not a major cue
of Distance in typical rooms, as one would expect; this
was also demonstrated in concert halls [153, 154], even
under blindfold scenarios. This disconnection between
perceived distance and the actual physical distance [147]
could be linked to a loudness memory that humans seem
to posses. This memory produces a crude estimation of
the Distance if required [155, 156], even following only
a visual mental reference [70] and other non-audio cues
(i.e. vision, familiarity, expectation). It is therefore evi-
dent that humans use several cues [156] in Distance es-
timation, the weighting of each is highly adaptive (see
[148]) and the related perceptual constructs seem multi-
dimensional.

3. DISCUSSION
The perceptual relevance of reverberation is highly ap-
parent in the acoustics literature, and the current research
focus has been shifted towards understanding percep-
tual aspects of reverberant sound fields rather than purely
physical metrics. These studies highlight the importance
of attributes related to early reflections, and more specif-
ically the reflection pattern they exhibit [37, 61]. Still,
perceptual characteristics of sound are diffiuclt to epis-
tomise and the lack of common vocabulary make it dif-
ficult to merge studies’ results. Nevertheless, following
the descriptions given in each study, this investigation re-
vealed the most commonly elicited attributes in revebrant
sound fields and several links to objective measurements
have been presented (Section 2). A graphical summary is
provided in Figure 4, depicting the perceptual attributes
discussed in this manuscript and their relationships found
in the literature. In the next paragraphs, the central topics
are addressed, and the identified issues within this stream
of acoustic research are discussed. The applicability of
these findings in small rooms is reviewed (Section 3.1)
and a proposal for perceptual-based experiments for re-
verberation in such rooms is presented (Sections 4-5),
including considerations and points of attention.

3.1. Small Vs Large Rooms - Applicability
The physical differences between large rooms (i.e. au-
ditorium) and small rooms (i.e. living room) will be
discussed, as a tool to identify common paths and dif-

ferences to our findings. These differences can be cat-
egorised by their three main causes: (1) the physical
parameters of the propagation medium (i.e. the room),
(2) the characteristics of the sound source used to excite
the room, and (3) the psychological and psychophysical
properties of the receiver, the human listener.

Fig. 4: Paper overview based on the perceptual attributes
presented. Large circles denote the fundamental at-
tributes, while the small circles indicate their possible
subcategories. Lines indicate the links between attributes
as found in the literature.

3.1.1. The Medium - The Room
Due to lower volumetric dimensions, the typical RT in
domestic spaces is much lower than a typical hall. These
differences also influence the echo density of the rever-
berant soundfield in small rooms, exhibiting frequency
irregularities and modal behaviour especially at Low Fre-
quencies [10, 123]. The shorter lengths between bound-
aries in domestic rooms, impact the temporal distribu-
tion of reflections, introducing shorter ITDG, as well as
stronger and distinct early reflections. Moreover, the
first reflections typically originate from the floor and
ceiling, rather than lateral directions as in concert halls
(see [157]). Based on the reviewed perceptual attributes
(Section 2) these characteristics are likely to influence
the perception of Distance, ASW, Presence and apparent
Room Size in smaller spaces. Moreover, it is expected
that some objective metrics used in concert halls may not
be suitable for smaller spaces. The temporal discrimina-
tion between early and late reflections at 50/80ms is not
ideal, considering that most of the reflective energy in
small rooms occurs within the first 50ms [111]. Thus,
common measures that follow this strategy such as Early
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These dendrograms were analyzed individually in order
to decompose the whole data set represented by the den-
drogram into a distinctive number of clusters. This was
accomplished by inspection of the agglomeration distance
plot, which is a common practice in exploratory cluster
analysis. The inspection resulted in 12 clusters for rating
sequence 1 and 14 clusters for rating sequence 2. An ex-
ample of clusters generated for rating sequence 2 is shown
in Fig. 8. (In the dendrogram of Fig. 8 the two constructs
from Table 4 can be found as constructs 25 and 50.) A
rigid compliance with this seems not to be necessary as the
literature stressed that cluster analysis is more or less an
iterative process, where the analyst’s conception of the
process that generated the data is important [23]. After this
process the constructs were now distributed into separate
groups in accordance with the cluster analysis, that is,
constructs rated similarly were identified. Finally the ver-
bal content of the constructs in each cluster was examined,
and an interpretation of the content, expressed as one or
more attribute(s), was made by the authors for every cluster.

3.5 Descriptive Attributes Extracted from
the Clusters

The content analysis of the clusters in both rating se-
quences confirmed the findings in the preliminary analy-
sis. The resulting descriptive attributes from this analysis
are found in Tables 5 and 6. One of the predominant
descriptive attributes was “localization.” The subjects
gave many expressions for the ability to pinpoint source
directions and the lack thereof, both lateral (left–right) and
front–back, such as directed–dispersed, from a central
point–undefined, or from front–from back. Here the term
“localization” is related to the ability to localize a sound
object rather than describing its location or the process of
localizing. In this sense it seems more akin to Blauert’s
term “locatedness” [26].

Different aspects of “width” were frequently used by
the subjects, both in the form of general remarks on the
width of the overall sound, like wide–narrow, and specific
references to the source’s size, such as large source–small
source and normal size–oversized. As there were no ver-
tical differences between the heights of the loudspeakers
used, this was interpreted as “source width.”

“Depth or distance” was described as a perceived dis-
tance from the sound source, or a depth localization, by
constructs such as closer–distance and depth–no depth.
Another feature of the source was its extension in the

depth dimension, away from the listener, which was iden-
tified as the perceived shape of the source, the “source
depth,” described by constructs such as flat source–curved
source.

As a listener, to be surrounded by sound or to be within
the sound source were two indicators of “envelopment,”
expressed, for example, as surrounded–from front, within
the event–outside the event, or two-dimensional–three-
dimensional.

The attribute “room perception” denoted a wide range
of experienced characteristics of the room or space where
the sound source is located, such as room size, reverbera-
tion, or just the ability to perceive the “feeling of a room.”
Examples of constructs used were less room–more room
and narrow room–wide room, indicating the level and the
width of the room sound. Also spectral constructs referring
to the room occurred: treble is missing in the reverbera-
tion–the full register exists in the reverberation. This in-
dicates an ability to perceive different aspects of the room.

“Externalization” was also described by constructs such
as inside head–from outside, that is, the experience of

Fig. 8. Dendrograms generated by cluster analysis of rating sequence 2. Six clusters were identified at an interconstruct difference of
14, and 14 clusters were found at a distance of 10.

Table 5. Clusters and attributes resulting
from rating sequence 1.

Cluster Attribute

1 Externalization
Distance/depth

2 Phase
Externalization
Envelopment
Localization

3.1 Localization
Envelopment
Source depth

3.2 Localization
4 Room perception
5.1 Width

Externalization
5.2 Localization
6 Width
7 Room perception

Distance/depth
8 Detection of background sounds
9.1 Source depth

Source width
Frequency spectrum
Localization

9.2 Localization
Width

BERG AND RUMSEY PAPERS
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11 Appendix A: SAQI-EN 

Table 11-1: Spatial Audio Quality Inventory (SAQI) - English version 

 perceptual quality circumscription scale end label 

 Difference Existence of a noticeable difference. none – very large 

Ti
m

br
e 

Tone color bright-dark Timbral impression which is determined by the ratio of high to low fre-

quency components. 

darker – brighter 

High-frequency tone 

color 
Timbral change in a limited frequency range.  

attenuated – emphasized 

Mid-frequency tone 

color 
Timbral change in a limited frequency range.  

attenuated – emphasized 

Low-frequency tone 

color 
Timbral change in a limited frequency range.  

attenuated – emphasized 

Sharpness Timbral impression which e.g., is indicative for the force with which a 

sound source is excited. Example: Hard/soft beating of percussion in-

struments, hard/soft plucking of string instruments (class. guitar, harp). 

Emphasized high frequencies may promote a ‘sharp’ sound impression. 

less sharp – sharper 

Roughness* Timbral impression of fierce or aggressive modulation/vibration, whereas 

individual oscillations are hardly distinguishable. Often rated as unpleas-

ant. 

less rough – more rough 

Comb filter coloration* Often perceived as tonal coloration. ‘Hollow’ sound. Example: speaking 

through a tube. 

less pronounced – more 

pronounced 

Metallic tone color Coloration with pronounced narrow-band resonances, often as a result of 

low density of natural frequencies. Often when exciting metallic objects 

such as Gongs, bells, rattling tin cans audible. Applicable to room simula-

tions, plate reverb, spring reverb, too. 

less pronounced –  

more pronounced 

To
na

ln
es

s 

Tonalness Perceptibility of a pitch in a sound. Example for tonal sounds: voiced 

speech, beeps. 

more unpitched – more 

pitched 

Pitch The perception of pitch allows arranging tonal signals along a scale "high-

er - lower". 

lower – higher 

Doppler effect Continuous change of pitch (see above). Often perceived as a ‘continuous 

detuning’. Example: ‘Detuned’ sound of the siren of a fast-moving ambu-

lance. 

less pronounced – more 

pronounced 

G
eo

m
et

ry
 

Horizontal direction 
Direction of a sound source in the horizontal plane. 

shifted anticlockwise -  

shifted clockwise (up to 

180°) 

Vertical direction 
Direction of a sound source in the vertical plane. 

shifted up –  

shifted down (up to 180°) 

Front-back position Refers to the position of a sound source before or behind the listener 

only. Impression of a position difference of a sound source caused by 

'reflecting' its position on the frontal plane going through the listener. 

dichotomous scale:  

not confused / confused 

Distance Perceived distance of a sound source. closer – more distant 

Depth Perceived extent of a sound source in radial direction. less deep – deeper 

Width Perceived extent of a sound source in horizontal direction. less wide – wider 



Pedersen and Zacharov Reproduced Sound Quality Wheel 
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define nine timbral attributes, Attack and two spatial 
attributes. 

In another test 17 assessors listened to four loudspeakers 
(mono) selected from a wide price range (more than a 
factor 10) from the same manufacturer. The assessors 
were asked to describe the perceived differences 
between the speakers and to tell which differences were 
the most prominent. 

Based on the dendrogram, comments and word counts 
from the listening test, the most frequent descriptors 

were organized into a sound wheel, see  
Figure 3. 

It should be noted that the work leading to this version 
of the wheel was concentrated on dynamic, timbral and 
transparency attributes. 

The definitions for each of the attributes were made by 
merging and editing the original definitions (if existing) 
and the outcome of the listening tests, see Table 1. 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Sound wheel for reproduced sound. Inner ring: Main groups, middle ring: Categories, outer ring: 
Attributes. Two attribute definitions are provided for illustration. The full version with definitions of the attributes 
can be found at www.madebydelta.com/senselab. 

Starting to structure things…

Report ITU-R BS.2399

The reproduced
sound wheel



The coffee wheel

The SCAA and 
Wold WCR Coffee
Taster’s Flavor
Wheel - Speciality
Coffee Association 
of America (SCAA) 
and the World 
Coffee Research
(WCR) 2016 



And the coffee lexicon

3 3

ASHY
The dry, dusty, dirty, smoky aromatic associated with the residual of burnt products.

REFERENCE INTENSITY PREPARATION

Gerkens 10/12 Midnight Black 
heavily alkalized cocoa powder

Aroma: 2.5 Put ½ teaspoon of cocoa powder in a medium snifter. Cover.

Flavor: 3.5 Mix ¼ teaspoon cocoa powder with 100 milliliters water. Serve in a 
1-ounce cup. Cover with a plastic lid.

Benzyl disulfide Aroma: 4.0 Place 0.1 gram of benzyl disulfide in a medium snifter. Cover.

Paper ashes Aroma: 4.0 Obtain ashes from burned white paper and place in 2-ounce glass jars 
with screw-on type lids. Fill jars approximately 1/3 full. This may be 
prepared several days in advance and stored at room temperature, 
tightly sealed. Prepare one jar for every three panelists.

BURNT
The dark brown impression of an over-cooked or over-roasted product that can be sharp, bitter, and sour.

REFERENCE INTENSITY PREPARATION

Benzyl disulfide Aroma: 4.5 Place 0.1 gram of benzyl disulfide in a medium snifter. Cover.

Raw peanuts, over-roasted/burnt Flavor: 7.5 Preheat oven to 425°F. Place raw, blanched peanuts in a single layer 
on a baking sheet lined with parchment paper. Roast for 20 minutes. 
Peanuts will be burnt. Serve in a 1-ounce cup. Cover with a plastic lid.

Alf’s Natural Nutrition  
Red Wheat Cereal

Aroma: 8.0 Serve 1 tablespoon of cereal in a medium snifter. Cover.

Flavor: 3.0 Place 1 tablespoon of cereal in a 1-ounce cup. Cover with a plastic lid. 
Cereal should be tasted two at a time.

SMOKY
An acute, pungent aromatic that is a product of the combustion of wood, leaves, or a non-natural product.

REFERENCE INTENSITY PREPARATION

Benzyl disulfide Aroma: 3.5 Place 0.1 gram of benzyl disulfide in a medium snifter. Cover.

Diamond Smoked Almonds Aroma: 6.0 Place 5 almonds in a medium snifter.  Cover.

Flavor: 5.0 Place 1 tablespoon of almonds in a 3.25 ounce cup. Cover with a 
plastic lid.

R OA ST E D

World coffee research sensory lexicon, World Coffee Research, 2013 



How does audio compare?

• We have a basic terminology
• Agreed in Report ITU-R BS.2399
• It is somewhat core/fundamental
• It applies primarily to sound reproduction

• We are
• Missing detailed application specific attributes

• E.g. For hearing aids, noise suppression, active noise cancelling (ANC), codecs, 
etc….

• Not doing this as an industry – yet
• 7 definitions of the attribute “clarity”

• This is still an expert language
• There are ways to bring this (partially) to the consumer audience

• “Neighbour” attribute definitions
• More accessible testing methods (paired comparison, ranking)



Individuals, assessor and panels
And what we need to collect good data?



We all have opinions

• As
• Individuals
• Managers
• Technical experts
• “Golden ears”

• We are prone to bias
• Mood
• Expectation
• Time
• Other opinions
• Etc.

• All individual opinions are valuable!
• But are they stable enough for 

management decisions and science?



Opinions and data

….Enter the assessor panel….

• By using panels
• We seek a stable population perspective
• Statistically based

• Data driven view
• Devoid of the sole individual and their opinion
• Repeatable

• We avoid
• Individual opinion and associated risks

• Data driven
• Repeatable



Different panel are now used

• Consumer panels
• Representative of the normal consumer population

• Expert assessor panels (normal hearing)
• Trained experts in a field
• Capable of precise attribute characterisation of products
• Very reliable
• Very acute
• Now representative of the average consumer



Hearing impaired panel

• How to get beyond individual analysis with hearing aids
• Use a panel of experts

• Yes - but normal hearing experts dont hear like hearing impaired individuals

• Introducing a hearing impaired expert panels
• Homogenous panel
• According to the N31 family of loss
• Trained for attribute assessment
• Average age ~70
• Allows population statistics to apply

1. IEC 60118-15 (2012). “Electroacoustics - Hearing aids - Part 15: Methods for characterising signal processing in 
hearing aids with a speech-like signal”, International Electrotechnical Commission, Geneva, Switzerland
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Assessor performance (expertise)



Expert assessor characteristics

• The key to an assessors performance lies in the following 3 
characteristics:

• Discrimination
• The ability to identify and rate perceptual difference between stimuli on attribute 

scales
• Repeatability

• The precision with which a subject can provide independent repeated ratings of 
the same test item

• Agreement
• The level of agreement between a subject and the panel

• It is the evaluation of these characteristics which are important in the 
assessment of assessor/panel performance

(Note: such traits are also valuable in objective instrumentation measurement)



Assessor characteristics

Assessor 1

1. Level
A

2. Scaling

3. Disagreement

4. Variability

B C
Assessor 2

A B C

A B C A B C

A A A A A A

A B C

A B C

Fig. 1: The four basic assessor differences for a single sensory attribute (from Brockhoff [3]). Letters A, B and C
represent the scores of three different systems.

For quantitative descriptive evaluations, Brockhoff [3]
for instance described four basic assessor differences that
can be encountered on a univariate scale: level differ-
ences when assessors use different parts of the scale,
scaling differences when assessors use different amount
of the scale, variability when the precision of assessors
differ and disagreement which is the non-linear indi-
vidual variation not attributable to the three other scal-
ing differences (see Figure 1). Also, he proposed a
model to estimate the performance of assessors taking
into account these four different basic assessor differ-
ences which relies on a set of statistical models based on
ANOVA and includes significance tests for the follow-
ing assessor effects: differences in variability, presence
of disagreement, differences in scaling and differences
in sensitivity (defined as a signal-to-noise ratio).

The case of a MOS type of evaluation differs from the
quantitative descriptive evaluation in the sense that the
scale has usually an absolute and global nature. The
score of an assessor cannot be simply shifted along the
scale as applied for an attribute scale and any transforma-
tion of the data is difficult to justify because there might
be multiple perceptual aspects represented in the scoring.

The authors have therefore developed a simple approach
to take into account the specificities of the MOS type
of data. The principle behind this approach is to con-
sider any variability around the mean score of an assessor
or the panel (depending on the measure of performance
considered) as noise and not attempt to apply a more ad-
vanced model on the raw data.

Figure 2 illustrates an example of MOS data set for three
assessors, three systems and three repetitions. Some of
the basic assessor differences described by Brockhoff [3]
can be observed, e.g. a larger variability for Assessor
#3 and a scale difference between Assessor #2 and As-

sessor #3, but these differences are not modeled in our
approach. Instead, the within-assessor differences are
measured as a global variability around the mean score
of each assessor separately (see upper part of Figure 2)
and the between-assessor differences are measured as a
global variability around the mean score of the panel (see
lower part of Figure 2).

3. THE EGAUGE MODEL
The eGauge model is based on the principle of ANOVA

modeling found in tools for sensory panel performance
developed in the food science1,2, e.g. by Næs and Sol-
heim [7] or Lea et al. [8] and it exploits the idea pro-
posed by Schlich [9] to split the global disagreement of
the panel into a separate contribution of each assessor.

Three metrics are derived by the eGauge model: RELIA-
BILITY, DISCRIMINATION and AGREEMENT. RELIA-
BILITY measures the ability of an assessor to repeat him-
self/herself on the set of evaluated stimulus. DISCRIMI-
NATION can be interpreted as the ‘signal-to-noise ratio’
of the repeated rating of a set of stimuli by an assessor.
AGREEMENT measures the closeness of scores between
an assessor and the panel mean score.

The model can be described mathematically by consid-
ering the score xi jk with i = 1, ..., I denoting the ‘sys-
tems’ under evaluation, j = 1, ...,J the assessors and
k = 1, ...,K the repetitions. Note that no distinction is
made between replicates evaluated in the same session
or in separate sessions in the present case.

Two ANOVA models are applied in the eGauge model
to derive the three metrics presented above. The first

1A good introduction to the application of ANOVA to sensory data
can be found in Lea et al. [4].

2Performance metrics based upon ANOVA methods have also been
applied in the field of audio by Gabriellson [5] and Bech [6].

Lorho et al. eGauge - audio expertise gauge

J
J

L
K

Brockhoff PhD, 1991



Tools for checking expertise

• PanelCheck (http://www.panelcheck.com/)
• Rapid tool for attribute and assessor performance evaluation

• ComsumerCheck (consumercheck.co)
• Powerful tool to analyse consumer performance

• eGauge (Report ITU-R BS2300)
• A means for objective qualifying assessor expertise within a single experiment

http://www.panelcheck.com/
http://www.consumercheck.co/


Are all assessors equal?

• Assessors are individuals
• We expect natural variability

• But when is assessor data of 
sufficient quality?

Good assessors Poor assessors



Difficult to qualify assessors

E = Experts

A = naive 
assessors



Assessor performance (eGuage1)

Experiences / Expert
Assessors

1. Report ITU-R BS2300

Ideal assessor 
performance
(the theoretical panel
average)A7



More ecological validity
In the lab or the real world



Lab testing is still popular



Immersive VR testing

• Bring the environment into the lab

• More ecological validity into the lab
• High level of plausibility
• High level of control
• Test with real device or recordings
• Good data quality



Testing in the real world

• Use the true environment
• The ultimate ecological

validity

• Loss of experimental 
control

• Testing mostly with real 
devices

• The challenge is how to 
maintain the data quality



Method comparison

Laboratory
Calibrated conditions
Low noise
Known reverberation
High noise isolation
Lab grade sound card
Lab grade headphones
Calibrated reproduction

Assessors
Screened Expert or consumer
Controlled
Full factorial by default

Ecological validity Low (audio only)
Cost High

Ease of mass data collection Moderate

Stimulus presentation

Technical parameter 
family

Room

Sound reproduction

Laboratory (VR) Home testing 1 Home testing 2 Crowd sourced
Calibrated conditions with VR Semi-controlled conditions Uncontrolled conditions Unknown conditions
Low noise Moderate/low noise level Moderate/low noise level Unknown noise level
Known reverberation Unknown reverberation Unknown reverberation Unknown reverberation
High noise isolation Low noise isolation Low noise isolation Unknown noise isolation
Lab grade sound card Lab grade sound card Unknown sound card Unknown sound card
Lab grade headphones Lab grade headphones Unknown headphones Unknown headphones
Calibrated reproduction Uncalibrated reproduction Uncalibrated reproduction Uncalibrated reproduction

Screened Expert or consumer Screened Expert or consumer Screened Expert or consumer
Unscreened random
consumers

Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled
Full factorial by default Full factorial by default Full factorial by default Often fractional factorial
Moderate Low (audio only) Low (audio only) Unknown
High(er) Moderate Moderate Low
Moderate Moderate Moderate Easy

How does EMA measure up?



Methods and web based testing



The challenge 

• Optimising the data Signal to Noise (SNR) ratio vs effort (cost)



Lots of methods out there

Descriptive 
methods

Integrative 
methods

Sensory 
Evaluation of 

Sound

Individual 
vocabulary 
methods

Consensus 
vocabulary 
methods

Free sorting

Free choice 
profiling

Repertory grid 
technique

Flash profile

ABX / Duo-trio

Paired 
comparison

Triangle test

ITU-R BS.1116

ITU-R BS.1534
(MUSHRA)

Discrimination 
methods

ITU-T P.800 
ACR

ITU-T P.835

ITU-T P.806

Descriptive 
Analysis 
/ QDA

ADAM

Drawing

Audio quality 
methods

Affective 
methods

Associative 
methods

Speech 
intelligibility

Localisation

Temporal 
methods

TDS

TCATA

OPQ

SSCQE

SDSCE

CATA

IPM / MS-IPM

Free 
associations

Perceptual 
structure 
analysis

Associations 
based on fixed 

lists

Projective 
mapping
/ Napping

Tetrad

n-AFC

Performance 
methods

Pointing

ITU-R BS.1284

Mixed methods

ITU-T P.800 
DCR

ITU-T P.800 
CCR

IVPPPJ

Paired 
preference

IVP

Multi
dimensional 

scaling

Direct 
elicitation 
methods

Indirect 
elicitation  
methods

Verbal 
elicitation 
methods 

Non-verbal 
elicitation 
methods 

Semantic 
differential

Hedonic 
scaling:

- 9-point 
hedonic
- LAM
- LMS
- LHS
- HHS

Time intensity

JAR

CETVSQ

Neuro-
physiological 

metrics:
-GSR
-EEG

-pupillometry
-memory tasks

RATA

Ed. Zacharov, Sensory Evaluation of Sound, CRC, 2018



Method overview – choose you weapons
• ABX/triangle test: 

• Fastest method to establish whether differences exist
• Excellent for US marketing claims substantiation

• ITU-T P.800: 
• The origins of telecomms MOS testing

• ITU-T P.835: 
• In-depth attribute based speech in noise test

• ITU-R BS.1534 (MUSHRA): 
• Most common test type. Good for intermediate quality testing (MOS)

• ITU-R BS.1116: 
• Precise test of impairment for near transparent technologies

• Projective mapping / Napping: 
• Rapid means to establish most salient perceptual characteristics. Also multimodal

• Consensus Vocabulary Profiling (CVP): 
• Objectively characterising, using consensus attributes, the perceptual profile of products for repeated research

• Individual Vocabulary Profiling (IVP): 
• One-off and rapid characterising products profile perceptual

• Multiple stimulus - Ideal profile method (MS-IPM): 
• Iterative approach to establishing and refining product to fulfil an ideal perceptual profile

• Measure preference
• Attribute characteristics
• Proximity of products to a use ideal
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An advanced method (MS-IPM)
A rapid way to direct R&D



Multiple stimulus - Ideal Profile Method

• MS-IPM – an advanced method for efficient product optimisation
• Based on the ideal profile method

• Developed by Thierry Worch et al.
• Food and perfume research

• MS-IPM developed by Zacharov, Legarth, Worch, Pike - QoMex (2016)

• Collect 3 types of data
• Overall assessor preference rating
• Attribute rating
• The ideal profile: A projection of an ideal products attribute characteristics

Introduction to the Ideal Profile Method

IPM: consumers are asked to rate the products on both perceived and 
ideal intensities on a list of attributes. Hedonic scores are also asked.

1010013



Answers many questions

• What is preferred?

• How is the preference characterised?

• How is the the ideal profile characterised?

• Is the ideal(s) aligned with the preference(s)?
• If not, the products can still be improved



Ideal Profile Method (2)Introduction to the Ideal Profile Method
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The interface (1)

• A multiple stimulus comparison
• Rate Basic Audio Quality (BAQ) 
• No reference 
• No anchors

• Used for familiarisation and main 
test



The interface (2)

• Multiple comparison attribute 
rating

• Additional ideal point rating per 
attribute

• The ideal target level for each 
attribute

• According the each assessor 
experience and comparisons

• Used for familiarisation and main 
test



When is an expert and expert?

• Basic Audio Quality (BAQ)
• Using ITU-R BS.2300 (eGauge)

• When the data (and statistics) say so !

• On attributes (localisation accuracy)

✓✓

✗✗



Are things replicable? (1)

• Look at the average score for each replicate in each country. This mean the 
average overall the dependent variables:

• System, sample, assessor
• Plot means and 95% confidence intervals

DK data UK data



Are things replicable? (2)

DK data UK data
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So what can we learn?

• We can see what’s preferred and 
winning/loosing

• Global means and 95% CIs
• Over all assessors and samples

• And per sample

• System* sample means and 95% CIs
• Over all assessors



The attribute profiles

• We can then see what’s causing the differences
• And what an ideal product profile might be

- with 95% confidence circles



Multivariate perspective

• PCA based analysis provides further insight

- with 95% confidence circles
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External preference mapping

• We can establish what’s preferred and to what extend
• What’s preferred may not be the same as what’s ideal!
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Also applicable to HA optimisation

Hearing Aids ⌅ 301
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Figure 9.18 Spider plots for each of the products (blue), illustrating the means for
each attribute with associated 95 % confidence interval (dotted blue circle). Grey
dotted line illustrates the ideal profile.

• The distance between ideal and actual 
score is valuable

• Particularly in product development



And where can we get?



Benefits of IPM

• Measure 3 characteristics
• Preference
• Perceptual characteristics
• An envisaged ideal target

• Provides data on
• The current state between competitor products (stage 1)
• The distance between your product and the ideal
• What perceptual characteristics to maintain or fix or ignore
• A statistical affirmation as to whether your new product is near ideal (stage 2)
• This is all data driven



Looking forwards



Hopes and expectations

• More holistic
• More ecological validity
• More data

• (Good data quality ?)

• More modelling
• Will the industry get beyond its love for preference and overall quality
• Will researchers get past the need for full factorial designs?

• Greater efficiency

• Will we be doing listening tests next time I’m here ?



Conclusions

• The maturity level in audio sensory evaluation is high
• We have the tools to measure accurately and repeatably
• The interwebs and smart phones are our allies

• But we are being tempted by big data
• Lets not sacrifice our science for quantity of data



Need to learn more?



More information

• Perceptual Audio Evaluation -
Theory, Method and Application

• Søren Bech, Nick Zacharov
• ISBN: 978-0-470-86923-9
• 462 pages
• April 2006

• The fundamentals of experimentation 
and scientific listening test practices



And even more information

Sensory Evaluation of Sound

Ed. Nick Zacharov
December 2018 (CRC Press)

The latest methods & applications in sensory
evaluation, with a multivariate focus



nvz@force.dk

Thank you

Questions?


